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“The Black Bike”
Lives forever.
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Surprise, surprise! Our fifth volume is here already, and to be perfectly honest, it kind of snuck up on me as well.
Regardless, our goal of emphasizing the value of our clientele remains the same. The customers are the lifeblood
of this company. Without them, this business could not survive. As such, just as our dependence on them must be
maintained, so too does the co-dependence between our staff members, a fact which goes doubly for me as I find
myself working hands-on with my fellow employees on a daily basis, following through on my statement about
arriving bright and early to assist in pushing bikes each morning, but my contributions have gone well beyond that.
While I previously brought up taking part in the burgeoning company blog, my responsibilities have seen much more activity as a
photographer. We had a photo booth constructed in the Cycles!128 warehouse specifically for this, and I myself have been specifically
charged with the duty of photographing each pre-owned bike in the vast array our store has to offer. A daunting job you might think, but
it’s one I’m taking in stride, taking pictures everyday, and covering bikes of all makes and models. Would you believe I was assigned the
task of painting the whole room?! A decent learning experience to be sure, but since my photography work began, I’ve actually found
it fun in a way. That is, when the bikes are on the table, and I do mean that literally as our full sized turntable has proven invaluable in
setting each specific angle. If anything, the most difficult part of the job is getting each bike there and back, and that’s where the co-dependence element comes in. Just as the company relies on me to get those pictures taken and put up on the site, I rely on my fellow staff
members to aid in transportation to and from the booth (with a number of exceptions), quite a few of which have proven incredibly
heavy. Now that’s one way to get a workout in!
Working here five days a week has continued providing me with a growing sense of belonging, something which my father Rob is very
happy, though he never stops prodding me to take things further, going above and beyond what is asked and/or expected of me. One
step at a time, I tell him, one step at a time. That being said, the riding school is an option he’s pushing for. Despite my hesitance over the
matter, I do agree that it could be a great help in bettering my skills in balancing bikes, and moving them on my own with less assistance
required. Not that I mind a few helping hands. I certainly gained a greater incentive after taking a little spill, but that’s another story.
My dad’s enthusiasm for power sports remains, and while I don’t fully share his affinity, I find myself gaining a greater appreciation for
the industry. One that I’m sure will continue to grow in the future. The steps I’m taking in my mission are perpetual and ongoing, showing a sizable increase in my work ethic and perhaps even making a few friends along the way. Things are looking bright for our store and
the company at large, and I will continue to help increase that brightness all the more!
NOTE: If you would like to comment on anything you read in the POST, please feel free to put your two cents in and e-mail me at:
jason.cerundolo6@gmail.com.

Our Customer is the most important visitor.
They are not dependent on us, we are dependent on them.
They are not an interruption in our work, they are the purpose for it.
They are not an outsider in our business, but a part of it.
We are not doing them a favor by serving them, they are doing
us a favor by giving us the opportunity to do so.

Thank you for letting us serve you!

OUR COMPANY’S MISSION

NEPS NEW AND
RETURNING
EMPLOYEES
WELCOME
TO THE TEAM!
Cycles!128

Zaine R. Jack
Jesse P. Laschi
Nicole M. Mendes
Douglas A. Bean
Nicole M. Hayes
Peter J. Heinz**
Jason R. Cerundolo
Kerrin K. O’Neill
Kell S. Falite
Alexander D. Lavigne
Raymond J. Mello
Mark C. Cassidy**
Tyler M. Sweeney
Your Family FUN Center
Kristin L. Ross

Parkway Cycle

Danielle T. Belliveau
Andi D. Sanchez
Brittany A. Lewis**
Andrew D. Fleuriel**
Joshua J. Demarco
Raffi Essayan
Lauren E. White
Robert M. Gill
Daniel C. Ross**
Michael T. Banfield

Greater Boston Motorsports

FAF

People who made this publication possible
Rob Cerundolo, Publisher/Dealer Principal
Jason Cerundolo, Editor
Barry Eisenberg, Operations Manager
Nicole Mendes, NEPS Digital Marketing Manager
Jim Burns, I.T. Visionary
Patty Patenaude, NEPS Asst. Office Manager
Frank Maihak, Senior Lead NEPS Parts Manager
Jamie Champlain, JC Design, Layout and Design
Bob Luiso, Zwicker Press
K. Peddlar Bridges, Roadpoet
COVER PHOTO: The “1902” Black Bike

The Fellowship Assistance Fund Inc.
501(c)3
Rob and Laura Cerundolo
Co-founders
Helping People & Families
in Need of Food, Clothing, Shelter
To learn more about our mission, go to
www.fellowshipassistancefund.org
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Rick A. Henry
Jennifer M. Tropeano
Michael A. Cella
Victoria M. Hess
Tyler S. LeBlanc
William C. Morrissey
Franciso X. Figueroa
Haley Cove **
John Rouleau

Central Mass PowerSports

Dalton T. Brisois**
Vanessa Goodine
Matthew A. Seamans
Brittany L. Escabi				

Plaistow PowerSports
Tyler J. Kiley
Nicholas G. Karipis**
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PARTS • ACCESSORIES • APPAREL • PRO-SHOP DEPARTMENT

Come visit us at the GBM Pro-Shop located on the 2nd Floor at 1098 Mass. Ave.,
Arlington. Home of The Black Bike Café of Boston and the ALL NEW “Parts &
Accessory” information center.
In addition to our current “The Black Bike” clothing line at the GBM Pro-Shop, we are
launching “The Cycles Classic Café” t-shirt line and our own NEPS jacket label in historic
Beverly, Massachusetts, home of The Cycles Classic Café est. 1975.
Myooran Nakeswaran
Cycles!128 Pro-Shop Manager

1ST EDITION
CYCLES CLASSIC CAFÉ
VINTAGE HIGH QUALITY T’S
while supplies lasts.
Available in Two Styles:
Classic Grey or Vintage Blue
Ask one of our team members,
Frank, Myooran, Josh or John
at Cycles!128 Pro-Shop Today

1-800-464-2925

Black Bike clothing and apparel at the GBM Pro-Shop

Our Promise to you is SIMPLE!
WE MAKE IT EASY!

NEPS™ family offers you great dealerships, staffed with knowledgeable caring people,
serving New England Power Sports® enthusiasts, delivering exceptional products, service and value.
100% SATISFACTION GUARANTEED! Call our NEPS™ consumer hotline at 1-800-464-CYCLE
If you are not completely satisfied for any reason…ask for me, Rob C. I’ll get right back to you!

R.I.P. GOOD BUDDY, OLE FRIEND.

IN MEMORY OF CHRIS DEJARDINS

Dearest Joel, you will be very missed by me and many
forever. Words cannot describe our close friendship
and love. May the peace and grace of our Lord be with
you now and forever <>< Amen.

You will be missed my friend. Thank
you for your many years of dedication
to Cycles!128 Parts and Accessories
department. May God bless you and
hold you forever. R.I.P. <><

From, the friends of the White Whale
and Rob Cerundolo, FAF Inc. and NEPS™.
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CYCLES CLASSIC CAFÉ
Established in 1969, which was a very
good year, by the way. We love the art
of the pick. We love classic bikes and
scooters. We love café racers. Ask us
about our future “Zero Mile Café.”

Our first Expo as New England
Power Sports! Thank you, Tony
and team from Parkway Cycle, Dave
and team from GBM, Ed and team
from Cycles!128, Chris and team
from Plaistow Power Sports, Gary
and team from Central Mass Power
Sports and Rick and team from
NEPS® Warehouse. Also, thanks to
Barry Eisenberg for making all this
happen. Well done!

Cycles Classic Cafe’ located inside
www.cycles128.com in Historic
Beverly, Massachusetts
Circa “1900” Penny Rider Bicycle

THANK YOU JT MCCARTHY!
NEPS™ Post, Volumes 1, 2, and 3,
framed for posterity. Very
thoughtful, well done and greatly
appreciated. You and only you
would think to do something
as nice as this. Thank you again.
–Ralph, Rob and Jason Cerundolo

DOUG BEAN
Cycles!128 Sales Pro. Thank you
Doug for dedication, excellent
customer satisfaction rating
and overall excellence.
Call Doug today at 1-800-464-2925
for your best, no hassle
E-Z finance deal!

BILLY CRAM AKA, “BC” SAYS…
“Cycles!128 has the certified
pre-owned Harley™ of your dreams.
Come on down today. Exit 19,
off Rte. 128 in historic Beverly, MA.
Call 1-800-464-CYCLE”

Rob & Kevin
We Like Old Indians! Two Thumbs Up!
Cycles Classic Café of Beverly.
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The Cycles Classic Café
Collection Circa “1999”

Yes, JT McCarthy framed our
company mission statement and
our original C.O.W.B.E.L.L.
The one, the only, JT! Thank you
for your thoughtfulness. This is
absolutely A.W.E.S.O.M.E.

THE PINK GARAGE IS COMING
to Cycles!128 Pro-Shop, Beverly, MA.
Ask Myooran Nakeswaren, our new
parts manager for details.
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Jason, POST Editor and Jesse,
POST Photographer in a 1968
BMW R60/2 with side car.

DUCATI128.
We have what you want!

ASK ABOUT OUR NEW BOOK
CYCLES!128 “A History of Sheet Metal & Chrome” at
DUCATI128. Thank you K. Peddlar Bridges for writing
and Jason R. Cerundolo for editing our company history
and foundation. Thank you Steve Keegan for all your
help and support with Ducati and MV Augusta.
Thank you Dave Falzarano for your excellence in
customer service and sales, 10 years running.

HAPPY 80TH BIRTHDAY DAD!
NEPS founder, Ralph Cerundolo
turns 80! Happy Birthday, Ralph
Cerundolo. Your Legacy
Continues to Thrive.

GIDO BRAASE SAYS…
“Come test ride the
all new Ducati Scrambler
at DUCATI128!
You’re gonna love it!”

THANK YOU STEVE KEEGAN
For your many years of friendship and service to our
DUCATI 128 brand & image.
The future is looking bright, thanks to you!

Rob Cerundolo and
Ernie Boch Sr. at the
“2000” Auto Show,
Boston, MA.
“Come on Down!”

Jason sells his first copy of The NEPS® POST, Vol. 3
for $3.00 to “Crystal” the best A-1 server at
Not your Average Joe’s in Beverly!
THE NEPS® POST IS NOW FREE!

SHARING OUR SECRET!
Almost 30 years of marriage.

JASON CERUNDOLO CELEBRATING…
his new job at Cycles!128 in the
Digital Marketing Department. He is
keeping busy developing our new NEPS®
blog, taking pictures and writing descriptions of all our “CPO” Certified Pre Owned
motorcycles and more!
Thank you Jim Burns, Nicole Mendes
and Barry Eisenberg for your
professional direction and supervision.

MYLES MCSWINEY & ROB C
Myles, thank you for your many years of friendship and
service work. You are a good man and a good friend.
Congratulations on your professional Saturday morning
C128 sale preparations and welcome to the Cycles!128
detailing department. You make everything shine!
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THE BLACK (& BABY BLUE) BIKE
Classic Ride!

BSA — BOY SCOUTS OF AMERICA??
Oooops! I mean, “British Small Arms”
cool classic!

NORTON MOTORCYCLES
The other Black Bike

THE BLACK SCOOTER
AND SIDE CAR!
Wicked Cool Scootah!

Rare 1953 BMW
with 1961 MGA

THE RED GUZZI

The Black Bike lives forever!

CYCLES!128 NOW SELLS
AND SERVICES TRIUMPH
MOTORCYCLES...AGAIN!
Triumph returns to Beverly! Come
on down and take a “discovery ride”
on a Triumph Motorcycle exclusively
at Cycles!128 Triumph.

Call us at 1-800-464-CYCLE
or visit our web site at
www.cycles128.com to see
our “Curated Collection” of
Vintage Gentleman Cycles,
Scooters, Mopeds and more.

Viva Italia!

E
L
A
S
FOR

ANYONE NEED A CIRCA 1970’S
HONDA KICK N’ GO™ ?
We got em’ at Cycles!128
“CCC” Cycles Classic Café.
Starting at only $75!
Call 1-800-464-CYCLE

FOR SALE!
Rare 1947 Matchless “frame off,” fully restored,
one of a kind. REDUCED to raise funds for
local FAF Inc. charity. $20,000 firm. Ask about
the 20 plus pounds of supporting documentation and records on this rare classic. It took
6 years to restore every nut and bolt. Literally!
Ask for Rob C. at Cycles Classic Café.
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FOR SALE AT THE CCC!
Rare 1969 Honda Mini Trail. $3200 Firm.
It comes with a second Honda mini trail
free, plus a new seat. Stop by The Cycles
Classic Café today inside Cycles!128 of
Historic Beverly. Did we mention “1969”
was a very good year?

WWW.NEWENGLANDPOWERSPORTS.COM
MERRY CHRISTMAS!

REMEMBER WHEN...?

From all of us at The Cycles Classic
Café of Beverly (no...this beauty is
not in our current collection, maybe
someday we hope). Ps. Gotta love the
Red with the white walls. Classic!

FAF Inc. remembers the record setting
blizzards of 2015!
For the record, the White Whale was open
every single day, without fail, throughout the
entire winter. Since “1997” the White Whale
has a perfect record of never ever being
closed, Helping people and families in need.

Vespa

Rob & Laura Cerundolo FAF Inc.,
Co-founders of Official Comm. of MA
Non-profit Charity Outreach 501(c)3

VESPA 3 WHEELER
PICK UP TRUCK
Viva La Vespa! Italia

It was a very Merry Christmas at NEPS™ Home Office.
Thank you, Al DeMatos and Landscape Co. team for
putting up this beautiful nativity. <><

RUSTY GOLD! We BUY USED VESPA’s for CA$H

Call Rob C at 1-800-464-CYCLE and ask about “N.O.B.S”, our North of Boston Scooter Club.
Semi regular rides leave from The Atomic Cafe’ on Cabot St. in Beverly MA on Wednesday nights at 6:15PM.
We Ride to The NSOCC “North Shore Old Car Club” behind Liberty Tree Mall for burgers and music,
or ride to Rockport Bear Neck for homemade strudel. YUM!

IT’S VESPA TIME!
Photo bomb at The Cycles Classic Café. Ask about
N.O.B.S. “North of Boston Scooter” Club. We ride full
metal Vespas. 1-800-464-CYCLE

The Black Bike rides
Vespa at The Cranes Estate
Ipswich, MA “2000”

NOW AVAILABLE
CYCLES! 128

A HISTORY IN SHEET METAL AND CHROME

Written by K. Peddlar Bridges
Edited by Lisa Golda-Shields
with Associate Editor, Jason Cerundolo and Editorial Assistant, Janice Oxford

LOTS OF COOL CLASSIC BIKES FOR SALE
AT THE CYCLES CLASSIC CAFÉ!
Like this: Rare, 1975 C100 Yamaha 2 Cycle Engine.
Like New. Under 1,000 miles. All original.
Appraised at $3400. On sale, now only $2800!
Won’t last. Call, click, or come by today.
1-800-464-2925 or www.cycles128.com
Ask for Barry or Ed Cote.

1950’S SCOOTER

Published by Roadpoet eMagazine and RoadpoetsNews.com
Writer’s Manuscript Copy

Hand forged, one of a kind,
1950’s Scooter.
Was $300, now $250!
Call 1-800-464-2925 today!
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CYCLES! 128 “A HISTORY
IN SHEET METAL & CHROME”
by K. Peddlar Bridges
If you would like information on Peddlar’s
new book, please email Peddlar at
roadpoetbikerpoet@yahoo.com for
announcements about book signings,
readings, and sale events.

Please join New England Power Sports® POST
Staff and Friends Facebook page.

™

NEW ENGLAND’S FIRST AND LONGEST RUNNING MOTORCYCLE SAFE RIDING SCHOOL!
OVER 30,000 STUDENTS TRAINED AND COUNTING…

www.motorcycleridingschool.com
1-800-464-CYCLE(2925)

Rebecca Cabral

School Administrator

YZ 450F

gloves and boots. Do not drink and ride. It is illegal and dangerous. Yamaha and the Motorcycle Safety
ation regarding the MSF course, please call 1-800-446-9227. Professional riders depicted on closed
orts.com

®

All-New VIKING VI EPS

450 power with 250-style handling.

Real seating for six. Real world tough.

• Revolutionary rearward-slanted engine design achieves unmatched mass centralization. • Four-titanium-valve
cylinder head matched to fuel injection system provides superb power feeling across the rpm range. • Aluminum
Bilateral Beam frame offers excellent rigidity balance which, in conjunction with class leading front and rear suspension, provides unmatched lightweight corning and handling • Accessory GYTR® Power Tuner lets you match engine
performance characteristics to riding style and track conditions instantly.

• Introducing the world’s first true 6-person off-road capable SxS. • Built Real World Tough™ with Yamaha’s legendary reliability. • Our most powerful 686cc, liquid-cooled, fuel injected engine ever. • Ultramatic® transmission with
dual-range (Hi/Lo) drive, reverse and all-wheel downhill engine braking is world’s most advanced. • Industry-exclusive
On-Command® 4WD system lets you dial between 2WD, limited-slip 4WD and fully locked diff 4WD. • Steel rear
cargo bed with 600 lb. capacity. • Yamaha electric power steering technology further reduces driver fatigue and strain.

PLAISTOW POWERSPORTS

PLAISTOW POWERSPORTS

107 PLAISTOW RD
PLAISTOW NH, 038652842
603-612-1000
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107 PLAISTOW RD
PLAISTOW NH, 038652842
603-612-1000
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ASK US ABOUT OUR RIDE AWAY
FINANCE PROGRAM

Making dreams come true.

RFC WILL FINANCE YOU

EVEN IF YOU DON’T BUY YOUR BIKE FROM NEPS. (WITH APPROVED CREDIT)
RFC is New England’s only specialty power sports finance brokerage company. We finance new and used motorcycles of all makes including
Harley, Honda, Suzuki, Kawasaki, BMW, Yamaha, and Triumph. Our finance plan can be tailored to your needs with loans available for no
or slow to A+ credit. We offer fixed repayment terms from 12 to 64 months.
If you have been turned down for financing in the past, call us now! We finance private party sales through want ads and other classified
magazines, and we also partner with the finest power sports dealerships in New England. So if you can’t find the motorcycle you really want,
call us and we’ll find it for you!
Our representatives know there are great people out there who have had past credit issues, but still deserve the opportunity to ride the
motorcycle of their dreams. So pick up the phone and call RFC. Now is the time to own your dream bike. NOW is the time to be RIDING
instead of WALKING and WISHING.
Contact a secured loan specialist by calling 855-297-1498, or send us an E-mail: info@recreationalfinancecompany.com

Contact RFC and let us get you that loan!

We approve thousands of bike loans every year
All approvals guaranteed within 48 hours.
Deborah Hios Rodrigues

Accounts Manager at
Recreational Finance Company

www.recreationalfinancecompany.com
1-855-297-1498

PRODUCTS OFFERED AT THE BUSINESS OFFICE WHEN CLOSING A DEAL.
Protection Plans from the Business Office.
• NEPS Performance Guaranty: Mechanical Care Protection Plan, Service Contract. Will cover: Engine components. 		
Transmission. Steering. Gauges. Towing included.
• Tire and Wheel protection: Tire and Rim repair or replacement plus labor charges due to road hazards or blowups.
Benefits: Unlimited motorcycle mileage. Unlimited number of occurrences on the selected plan. Anywhere in the 		
continental U.S. and Towing included.
• P.C.M.P. Preferred Customer Maintenance Plan: Pre-paid maintenance plan.
Benefits: Full Service Value at 20% Discounted Purchase Price. Plan never expires, no time limitations. Transferable
to next owner or Trade-in Credit on Next PCMP. Free Pick-up and Delivery and Free wash with every schedule service.
• G.A.P. Guaranteed Asset protection: In the case of Total Loss it will cover the difference between your insurance 		
pay off and the balance you owe to the bank. Great tool to protect your credit score and your financial future.
• Total Loss Protection: Protect your Investment! In the event your motorcycle is considered a total loss by your
primary insurance carrier, this program will give you peace of mind and financial protection in such case. The
maximum limit of Total Loss Guarantee is $5,000
• Key Insurance: This Key replacement Policy will produce a duplicate key at no charge. It’s simple, it’s convenient.
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Mike Gallagher
CMP Finance Manager

Rick Lopez,
GBM Finance Manager
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Come Ride with Us!

NEPS™ EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES
CURRENT JOB OPENINGS AT:

THINKING OF A CAREER IN
THE WORLD OF POWER SPORTS?
WE ARE GROWING AND HIRING!

CYCLES! 128, PARKWAY CYCLE, GBM,
CMP AND PLAISTOW POWERSPORTS

Immediate openings for qualified applicants.

INTERNET AND EBAY SALES PERSON NEEDED!
IMMEDIATE FULL & PART TIME POSITIONS
OPEN. CALL BARRY EISENBERG TODAY.

Sales, Parts, Service, Finance, Apparel,
Drivers, Office, & more!
Call 1-800-464-CYCLE (2925) today and contact
Mr. Olivier Humbert, Vice President at Ext. 8123 or
Tony Palumbo, Director of Recruitment at 617.389.7000.
You can also check out our employment opportunities
by logging onto www.newenglandpowersports.com.
We offer a competitive benefits package including:
Blue Cross Blue Shield Medical • Dental • 401k
Paid Training • Paid Vacations • Employee Discounts
Demos • Bonus Programs & more.

LOT STEWARD
Boston’s #1 motorcycle dealership is now hiring:
• Lot Attendants
• Delivery driver
• Detailer
Must have a clean driving record, be able to work Saturdays, and have a strong work ethic. The ideal candidates
would be bilingual as well. Duties include detailing, set
up of vehicles on dealership lot, and general upkeep of the
dealership, and deliveries. Our dealership offers an exciting
work environment with medical and dental benefits.

CELEBRATING 45 YEARS IN BUSINESS

5 Locations / 18 Franchises / Over 150 Employees

Come Ride with us!

Come join our staff for a rewarding career!

1-800-464-2925

MOTORCYCLE PARTS, ACCESSORIES
AND CLOTHING SALES
Boston’s #1 power sports dealership is now hiring Parts
Pros. Applicants must have Powersports and computer
knowledge. You must enjoy sales, be outgoing with an energetic personality, and have great customer service skills.

GO TO:
www.newenglandpowersports.com
for employment opportunities

Come join our team for an exciting and rewarding career!

WE NEED ENTRY LEVEL TO HIGH LEVEL,
A, B & C MECHANICS AND TECHNICIANS!
*ASK ABOUT OUR M.M.I. $500.00 SIGNING BONUS

$1,000 SIGNING BONUS
FOR SALES POSITIONS

FIRST $500.00 AFTER 30 DAYS OF TRAINING
SECOND $500.00 AFTER 60 DAYS OF TRAINING

SALES ASSOCIATE • POWERSPORTS SALES
New England Power Sports® is now hiring sale professionals. Our sales team is looking for new members to sell a
complete line of Powersports vehicles. Sales experience
preferred but not required. High-income potential plus benefits. We offer a signing bonus and health/dental, 401(k)
program, paid vacation, advancement opportunity.
Call us today and change your life forever!
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Mike Hunter’s

SERVICE

TRAINING, TRAINING, TRAINING…
By Barry Eisenberg

TECH TIPS

So, you’re off to a great start! You have made the effort to
greet your guest, and have spent some time connecting
with them. By now you realize what you have in common,
and have broken the ice. With these most important steps
complete you are ready to “understand” what your guest
is looking for.
Understanding means engaging in a meaningful conversation and listening
to what your customer has to say. Listening means really hearing and digesting what your customer is saying. What they like, what they want, and what
their needs are. Listening is a skill. It is not waiting for your turn to speak, but
rather taking a genuine interest in what your customer has to say. You will
find that customers love an engaging conversation with someone who listens
to them. Probing questions such as:
“Are you thinking sport bike or cruiser?”

1
2
3
4

“Are you thinking new or used?”

Oil change — to ensure the proper operation and lubrication of your engine, a fresh oil change is recommended
before starting the riding season, regardless of the mileage on the unit. One thing you can never overdo is the
frequency of oil changes on a vehicle. Call and ask us
about the $29.99 Oil change on most metric bikes.

“What’s your preferred type of riding?”
“Strictly pleasure, or will you be commuting?”
“What are some of the important features you are looking for?”
“Did you have a price point you wanted to be within?”
These questions will help to pick out important details, and lead to other
questions as you engage your customer and really listen to what they have
to say. Too many sales staff make the mistake of believing they know what’s
best for the customer. Many people have done their research, and have a good
idea as to what they want. As a matter of fact, most know exactly what they
want, and are visiting the dealership to make the decision of where they are
going to buy their next bike. Your listening and making them aware that you
have an understanding of their wants and needs will show them you have
their best interests in mind. When you understand the needs and desires of
what it will take to “satisfy” your customers, we will dive into that next time.
Happy selling!

Battery check — be sure to have your battery load
tested and checked as soon as possible to ensure proper starting and operation of the electrical system. Winter
weather and temperatures can harm your battery if not
maintained properly. A good way to prolong the life of
your battery is to purchase a battery tender to maintain
proper charge during any extended storage periods. Feel
free to remove your battery and bring it in for load
testing at any time, or we can perform this task for
you at a minimal fee.

GUESS WHO?

Tire air pressure — be sure to check your tire pressures
after extended storage. Fluctuation in temperatures can
change the pressure in your tires and result in abnormal
wearing and premature replacement due to said wear. It
can also drastically change the handling characteristics of
the vehicle while riding. Feel free to stop in at any time
and have your tire pressures checked at no charge.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Almost 2 years with NEPS
Riding for 4 years
Owns a Harley XL1200
3 Children, James, Alissa & William
Hails from the Hospitality Industry
Grew up in Georgetown, MA
Favorite things to do; riding and reading
in the cold weather
• Background in Graphic Communication

Check all hardware — an overall check of all nuts, bolts,
and fasteners should be performed prior to the start of
your riding season to ensure safe operation of your vehicle. This in turn should be done periodically throughout
the season. If needed, our service team would be happy
to perform this task and assure all fasteners are torqued
to proper factory spec. Call to set up an appointment at
your convenience.

?

Email Barry Eisenberg @ barry@newenglandpowersports.com
with your guess.
Guess Who Answer from Volume III:
Josh Irwin, Parts Specialist at Cycles 128
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THE NEW
PARKWAY CYCLE BOSTON

New windows, new signs,
new store front.
Located on Rte.16,
Revere Beach Pkwy.
Everett, MA.
617-389-7000

PARKWAY CYCLE BOSTON
Come see our all new building at Parkway Cycle
Boston on Rte.16. We sell and service Honda,
Suzuki, Yamaha, and Kymco. Check out our full
line up of Honda Power Equipment and Ariens
Snow Throwers. Ask about our certified pre owned
Harley Annex and RFC Finance Options. Apparel
and clothing are a specialty. 617-389-7000

PARKWAY CYCLE PRO-SHOP

PARKWAY CYCLE BOSTON

Nick Ingels and Frank Maihack say,
“Come ride with us for your best
selection and price on all Speed and
Strength apparel and clothing.”

We sell and services pre owned
Harley’s. Come Ride with Us!

PARKWAY CYCLE
BOSTON IS #1

INSIDE THE PARKWAY
HARLEY ANNEX

Congratulations to Tony,
Zev and JT for keeping
Parkway #1.

1847 Revere Beach Parkway, Rte.16
next door to Parkway Cycle Boston.

A SIGN OF THE TIMES…at night.

THE ONE, THE ONLY, JOHN NORMINDIN
Come see The new Central Mass Power Sports in
Lunenburg. We carry Honda, Kawasaki, Suzuki,
and Kymco.

CENTRAL MASS ENERGY
SPORTS DRINK
Do you really think Gary Pescatore
needs an Energy Drink?
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CENTRAL MASS POWERSPORTS!
We Deliver!
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DESIGN FIRM MERGES A VESPA
WITH A SEGWAY TO CREATE

‘VESPA SEGWAYS’

2015

SPRING UPDATE

Barcelona-based studio Bel & Bel wanted to merge two
of their favorite things, Vespa scooters and Segways.
Thus, they created the Vespa Segway.

Spring has arrived, well according to the calendar it has, but the
weather has not been very cooperative. The grass is visible, most of
the snow is gone and we know in just over 3 months the Misselwood
Estate will be showcasing some of the finest automobiles in the country. We are looking forward to the those warm July days and hope
you are too.

Bel & Bel was previously featured for their ingenious
Vespa Chairs, and this clever design marriage of the
two was no simple feat.

We enjoyed a wonderful trip to the Amelia Island Concours last
month. It was nice seeing many old friends who have exhibited their
cars on our grounds as well. Each year we run into more and more
people who are interested in the Misselwood Concours. One car was
sporting a Misselwood Concours grill badge and some spectators
were wearing our merchandise. We thank you for helping spread the
word from Boston to Florida!

Making the popular self-balancing personal vehicle
look like a Vespa, definitely captures the hearts of Vespa lovers who want to take it just a little slower.

Tour d’Elegance
The final road map is being put together for the Tour d’Elegance
which will be taking place on Saturday, July 25th. If you have not
participated in the Tour and would like to sign up please visit our
website www.endicott.edu/concours and click on Register. There
are a limited number of spots which are filling up fast. Don’t hesitate to contact us with any questions.
The Misselwood Concours, which raises funds for student scholarships at Endicott
College, takes place on Boston’s Gold Coast and overlooks the Atlantic Ocean.
Each year it brings together car enthusiasts from across the nation in a weekend
long showcase of automotive excellence, and includes a Saturday Tour d’Elegance
and the Sunday Concours d’Elegance, which also features a fashion show and a
fancy hat competition.

Visit us at misselwoodconcours.com
13
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A TOUGH NUT TO CRACK

High Street – the person who would help him establish NUT. Very little
is known of Jock Hall and Chris and Terry welcome anyone who might
be able to shed light on his life. With Mason’s engineering knowledge and
Hall’s ability to make cycle frames, the pair began putting motorcycles together. Chris has an original image of Mason astride what is believed to
be one of the first NUT motorcycles he and Jock Hall manufactured. The
picture is clearly posed in a studio and reveals the basic nature of the early
NUTs. ‘It was basically a glorified bicycle with a reinforced frame,’ Chris
laughs, but the clever design of the bike, especially in the later years, meant
that most of the parts were interchangeable which reduced production
costs and simplified maintenance. ‘As far as we’re aware that’s the only one
that was ever made,’ says Chris of the bike Mason is sitting on in the studio
portrait. ‘Looking at things like the tank and forks, the picture was probably taken around about 1903.’ This machine, thought to have been built
in Wallsend, carried Mason’s personal HM monogram and was a direct
forerunner of the NUT marque.

In 1912 the first NUT motorcycle rolled off a modest production
line in a factory on St Thomas Street, Newcastle; the city from
which NUT drew its name. A year later its creator, Hugh Mason,
would ride one to victory in the Isle of Man Junior TT.

The trail then goes cold until the beginning of 1912 when Hugh and Jock
began producing motorcycles in a rented space at Angus Sanderson & Co
Ltd Coachworks on St Thomas Street, Newcastle. Chris explains that, at the
time, these coachworks were the only premises in the country operating
with a three tier garage, and motorcycle manufacture was very much a burgeoning business. NUT (standing for Newcastle upon Tyne) was a business
venture funded by the garage’s owner Sir William Angus Sanderson, with
Mason acting as Manager, Designer, Test Rider and Racer whilst relying on
the technical expertise of Jock Hall. Mason had formed a formidable reputation as a trials and speed rider and had entered the Isle of Man Senior
TT in both 1911 and 1912 but been forced to retire each time. Both years
saw him ride a Matchless motorcycle but it was his campaign in 1913, on
an NUT bike, that would be the one to remember.

An article from Living North

Living North met two men currently piecing together the unlikely story
of this legendary local bike company. Local motorcycle enthusiasts Chris
Scott and Terry Gay are united by a common interest: the much coveted
and strikingly handsome NUT motorcycles. Built on Tyneside between
1912 and 1933, it’s thought that fewer than 400 were ever made before the
Great Depression of the 30s finally curtailed manufacture of this ultra rare
marque. Production was at its height during the 20s but the brand really
announced itself to the wider industry in 1913 when NUT creator, Hugh
Mason, rode an early model to victory in the famous Isle of Man Junior
TT. ‘He would have been something of a hero on Tyneside when he won,’
explains Terry. ‘If you were a motorcycle manufacturer or enthusiast at the
time, it was the biggest race in the world. It’s obviously still very famous
today – just no longer part of the Grand Prix circuit.’ Terry’s enthusiasm
for the NUT brand is born out of the rarity of these machines and the fact
that little information actually exists on the man behind it, Hugh Mason.
Together with Chris Scott, who is the NUT marque specialist for the Vintage Motorcycle Club (VMCC), they are beginning to piece together the
remarkable story of Hugh and NUT. Terry has produced a potted biography of Hugh’s life that appears on the official Isle of Man TT website, but
admits there are still many missing pieces of the NUT jigsaw that he’d like
to find. Chris has one of the best collections of NUT memorabilia out there
and is the proud owner of two NUTs: a six horsepower ‘Veteran’ V-Twin
with a 770cc engine – thought to be one of the only ones in existence – with
the frame numbered ‘15’. His second NUT is the ‘Solo’ V-Twin from the
1923/24 season that features NUT’s own engine.
Among the boxes of original, never-before seen pictures and NUT artefacts Chris shows me is a stunning pair of tinted racing goggles from the
mid 20s, thought to have once been worn by Hugh Mason himself. Chris
and Terry have ambitions to one day write a book on NUT and are as well
placed as anyone to do this, in the meantime they were only too happy to
share what they know so far with Living North.
‘Hugh Mason was born in Tattershall, Lincoln in 1878,’ explains Terry. ‘He
was educated in Guernsey before moving to the North East to work as a
fitter and turner at North East Marine Co Ltd.’ Terry and Chris speculate
that Mason, an engineer by trade, was attracted by the great shipbuilding
heritage the North East and specifically Wallsend had established at the
end of the 19th century. He was married in 1899 then, a couple of years
later, linked up with local man Jock Hall, a cyclemaker based on the town’s
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For the 1913 race Mason dropped down from the 500cc Senior TT to the
350cc Junior class. He was regarded as a small, tenacious rider and the
account of his success in 1913 certainly backs up this description. The Junior category consisted of 32 competitors who would race four circuits of
the 37.5 mile course in June 1913 between Wednesday 4th and Friday 6th,
with a day off scheduled in between. Mason was greeted with foggy conditions at Douglas early in the week and during a practice lap proceeded to
crash and break his jaw. Having been lying unconscious for some time, he
was discovered by the Collier brothers, famous motorcyclists of the time
– Charlie Collier won the very first Isle of Man TT in 1907. Dispatched to
hospital, Mason is reported to have slept continuously from the Monday
before waking on Wednesday and insisting he was okay to race.
Still suffering the effects of Monday’s crash on race day, no sooner had Mason got back on the bike than he had come off again, this time at Quarter
Bridge. Despite this he resumed the race and managed to overtake the eleven competitors ahead of him, still suffering from headaches and reportedly
vomiting as he rode! After surviving the first day of competitive racing he
returned to hospital and again, slept right through to Friday and the final
day of racing. Still troubled with headaches and vomiting, he kept going,
even barracking officials during his third circuit for not telling him that he
was ten seconds behind the first placed rider. The officials protested that
they hadn’t wanted to encourage him to race any faster, given the crashes he had already suffered, but Mason pushed on regardless and romped
home to first place by a margin of 46 seconds. His friend and colleague
Robert Ellis finished eighth, also riding an NUT and was the race’s leading
amateur. On Saturday 7th June 1913, The Evening Chronicle reported, ‘The
NUT has been designed by Mr. Hugh Mason (the rider of the winning
machine in the TT race), who is not only an expert engineer of perhaps
unique experience, but has also had probably an unparalleled experience
of the road, and its necessities from all points of view, either for pleasure

WWW.NEWENGLANDPOWERSPORTS.COM
alone, long tours, or for competition work in all its forms. Above all this,
his practical experience has been proven beyond all question by the splendid results already achieved, the latter of which is a fitting climax.’ Mason
himself commented, ‘I knew I had the fastest machine, and without trouble
I knew I could win. I was determined to win, but it was very hard to keep
awake, and once I was off the machine I wanted to go to sleep.’
A couple of weeks after the win a complimentary dinner was held at the
Collingwood Restaurant in honour of Mason and eighth placed finisher
Ellis. Dishes served included: Thick Brown NUT Clear Out-of-the-Way
Soup (anyone having a spill will not be allowed to finish the course), Fried
Fish Gudgeons with First-and-Eight-Plaice Junior Sauce and Lobster Mason-aese, and Heels Overhead Valves Tart, Patchquick Pudding (guaranteed to stick). ‘From a historical point of view it’s quite important,’ says
Chris. ‘Winning the TT was an absolutely massive event. You can imagine
Mason sitting in his office when he returned with the phone ringing off
the hook after the TT win. He must have been thinking “What are we going to do? We’ve got little or no money, how are we going to meet these
orders?” These bikes were virtually unheard of before he won the TT.’ Mason’s win put NUT on the map and the company immediately set about
capitalising on it. Their subsequent brochure included 350, 375 and 500cc
JAP side-valve twins, a 775cc twin for sidecar haulage and an Isle of Man
TT replica model. The St Thomas Street works, where NUT were initially
based, couldn’t cope with the flood of orders and the spring of 1914 saw
the company relocate to the former Swan Electric Light works at Benwell
in the West End of Newcastle. Further models were introduced, including
a gearbox equipped, chain / belt drive hybrid roadster, with 1915 marking
the introduction of the first chain-driven NUTs.
Regrettably, the First World War curtailed NUT’s output, though Mason
and the company did produce a limited batch of ambulance side-car motorcycles to help with the war effort. Their Benwell factory was given over
for munitions manufacture. Angus Sanderson & Co, who were still NUT’s
parent company, expanded their St Thomas Street Coachworks to accommodate the manufacture of Bristol fighter and Armstrong-Whitworth
bomber planes. After the war NUT tested the water with a series of adverts
that depicted a walnut rolling down a hill with the ‘nut’ opening in the final advert to reveal the first post-war NUT. Uncharacteristically, their new
model was a 500cc side-valve luxury tourer, boasting reliability and a quiet
engine, with an on-the-road price of 150 guineas. It’s hard to imagine anyone roaring to a TT victory on this kind of NUT and perhaps this signalled
the beginning of the end for the partnership between Angus Sanderson &
Co and Mason. As an accomplished racer, Mason had an entirely different
vision for NUT.

into the brand the following year when production resumed under the
name NUT Engine and Cycle Co, with the new models powered by NUT’s
very own 698cc engine. W.C. Thompson was the designer, with competition no longer a focus of the company; instead the firm settled on building
attractive sports and sports touring twins. The familiar cylinder-shaped
tank was replaced by a slap-sided design, with a curvaceous saddle tank
eventually being introduced in later years. By the end of 1923, however,
Mason had severed his ties completely with NUT, and set up a Matchless
dealership in Newcastle. His reasons for this aren’t clear but the move away
from producing racing bikes would have no doubt affected his enthusiasm
for the business. The same year Mason had a final tilt at the Isle of Man TT,
this time in the Senior race on a Matchless motorbike. Aged 45, it was a decade on from his first victory, but mechanical trouble forced him to retire.
By 1928 Mason was living with his family in Stamfordham and still racing. Fittingly he met his maker astride his motorbike. Aged 50, the night
before he was due to take part in a Gymkhana speed event, it’s thought he
had headed out for a ride but was found 100 yards from his home having
crashed. No one else was involved, with the coroner recording the death
as accidental. In the year before Mason’s death, NUT had briefly returned
to its roots by producing a lightweight motorcycle powered by the humble
172cc Villiers two-stroke engine, which was followed by an altogether beefier 350cc engined short-wheelbase – a bike that would go on to break the
then sand-race record at Redcar where it clocked an incredible 93mph. By
the end of the 20s NUT had continued its nomadic existence on Tyneside,
having had four different addresses, before finally operating from two further bases in Walker, first on Station Road then one on Whitworth Street.
Sadly the depression of the 1930s signalled the end for NUT and in 1933
the company went into liquidation for the final time. Buyers simply didn’t
have the necessary cash to make the dream of NUT ownership a reality
anymore. However, anyone who has ever achieved that dream will tell you
just how special these bikes are.

Production briefly returned to St Thomas Street but despite post-war orders starting to roll back in, things suddenly screeched to a halt. Sir William
Angus, Director of Angus Sanderson & Co, withdrew capital from NUT in
favour of a four wheeled motorcar. Unable to pay for bought-out work that
had already been commissioned, NUT went into liquidation with debts of
over £20,000. Here the story comes full circle with Mason’s colleague Robert Ellis who finished seven places behind Mason in the 1913 TT, stepping
in to rescue NUT. Chris and Terry guess that Ellis had either come into
money or was from a well-heeled family for him to be in the kind of position to buyout NUT, either way business resumed in 1921 under the name
Hugh Mason and Company Ltd. Perhaps the name change was born out of
the fact that, for the first time, production shifted away from Newcastle and
now took place across the Tyne at Derwenthaugh. Production of the basic
500cc tourer continued but the ideology seemed to swing back towards
racing, with a sports side-valve twin now available with a 70mph potential.
Unfortunately, by 1922 Britain’s economy was struggling and NUT sales
were slow, forcing the firm to close once again. New life was breathed back
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By Troy Siahaan

Motorcycle insurance is a slippery subject. With so many options for coverage, it’s hard to keep track of every kind of policy. However, if you
live in the States you gotta have at least bodily injury and property damage liability coverage before legally operating your motorcycle. But
getting insurance doesn’t have to break the bank.
It’s true, generally speaking, the smaller the engine displacement the less insurance will cost. Age also plays a factor, too. If you’re 19 and own
a CBR1000RR, expect to pay a premium.
Here, we’re putting together ten cheap motorcycles to insure. However, if this list were to simply name the ten cheapest, it would consist entirely of piddly beginner bikes spanning different decades.
To simplify things, this list will be comprised of only 2013 models, of which we picked the two cheapest in five different categories: Beginner
bikes (500cc and under), sportbikes, sport-touring, cruisers and standard bikes.
Obviously, the cost of insurance will vary widely depending on age, motorcycle type, and driving record, just to name a few factors. Here, we
consulted with three insurance providers: Progressive, GEICO and Dairyland Cycle Insurance for quotes on our fictitious male, 30-year-old
rider with a clean driving record living in Los Angeles.
Actual prices won’t be displayed since everyone’s circumstances are different. Shop around with various insurance providers to get specific
quotes for your needs.
BEGINNER BIKES – HONDA REBEL
Unless you’re fresh out of the rider training course, it’s easy to forget about the Honda Rebel, but this little Honda stalwart
was consistently the least expensive beginner bike we found during our search, no doubt in part to its modest 234cc engine.
The Rebel’s entirely unassuming presence and ride characteristics give riders and insurance companies alike good reason not
to feel in danger. If the cruiser style is not for you, the trio in our recent beginner bike shootout: Honda’s CBR250R, Kawasaki
Ninja 300 and Hyosung GT250R are all only marginally more costly than the Rebel, and within a few bucks of each other,
depending on provider.
BEGINNER BIKES – HONDA CB500X/F
The Honda CB500X and CB500F have already been granted fairly inexpensive coverage fees from the insurance companies
we sought a quote from. Maybe due to its full fairing, or simply the “R” designation in its name, the CBR500R is more expensive than its 500cc stablemates.
For those looking for a Honda alternative, the Suzuki DR-Z400SM priced similarly to the two CB500s.
SPORTBIKES – TRIUMPH DAYTONA 675
We’ll break the sportbike section into two groups: 600s and 1000s. During our middleweight sportbike tests, the combatants
are always so similarly matched and picking a winner is a matter of splitting hairs. However, if we had factored in insurance
costs, the clear winner would be the Triumph Daytona 675. We found quotes significantly less expensive than its Japanese
counterparts, definitely a shocking discovery.
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SPORTBIKES – KAWASAKI ZX-10R
If you want a Japanese literbike, we found the Big Four — and BMW — are evenly priced when it comes to insurance. As
expected, Ducati, Aprilia and the other European brands incur a premium when it comes time to insure. However, one
company in particular, GEICO, quoted a significantly lower rate for the Kawasaki ZX-10R than the other Japanese 1000s.
Hence its spot on this list.
SPORT-TOURING – KTM 990 SM-T
The Sport-Touring category is vast in selection, with models from Europe and Japan all jockeying for a piece of the pie. When
it comes time for insurance, all the current models we found were very similarly priced. However, we were able to find a
considerably cheaper rate for the KTM 990 SM-T through GEICO, so it gets the nod for the sixth spot. Perfect if you prefer
more sport than touring.
ANY OTHER SPORT-TOURING MOTORCYCLE
It’s incredible how closely priced this category is. It’s not surprising models like the BMW K1600GT/GTL and Ducati Multistrada were more expensive (though only just); what’s more surprising is our quote search for the BMW R1200RT, Honda
ST1300, Kawasaki Concours 14, Yamaha FJR1300, Triumph Trophy 1200 and Moto-Guzzi Norge all delivered the exact same
price. So if you’re in the market for one of the above, don’t let insurance costs sway your opinion.
CRUISERS – HONDA SHADOW 750, SUZUKI BOULEVARD S40, STAR V STAR CUSTOM
There’s a three-way tie when it comes to cruisers with more pep than the Honda Rebel. In our search for quotes the Honda
Shadow 750, Suzuki Boulevard S40 and Star V Star Custom all returned the same prices.

CRUISERS – KAWASAKI VULCAN 900 CLASSIC, SUZUKI BOULEVARD C50,
TRIUMPH AMERICA/SPEEDMASTER
Take a slight step up in displacement and there’s another tie, as the Kawasaki Vulcan 900 Classic, Suzuki Boulevard C50 and
Triumph America/Speedmaster all returned the same quote during our search. At 803cc, the Suzuki has the smallest engine
of the trio. Triumph is next at 865cc, with the Kawasaki trumping the others at 903cc. The Triumph is unique in that it’s the
only one with a parallel-Twin instead of a V-Twin like the others.
STANDARDS – HONDA NC700X, KAWASAKI NINJA 650/VERSYS, SUZUKI SFV650
Conveniently, one of our favorite — and underrated — categories, the middleweight standard, also yields four of the least
expensive motorcycles to insure: Honda’s NC700X, Kawasaki’s Ninja 650 and Versys, and the Suzuki SFV650 (formerly the
Gladius). All of these bikes could be taken as the modern interpretation of the UJM, which is refreshing in this age of specialized motorcycles.
Often, when we have a member of this innocent, do-anything-and-do-it-comfortably foursome in our garage, it’s the one we
gravitate towards when the cameras aren’t pointed at us. If we were to actually own one, knowing the insurance wouldn’t take
a bite of our wallet just makes us favor them even more.
STANDARDS – TRIUMPH SPEED TRIPLE
When it comes to big displacement standards, the Triumph Speed Triple narrowly edged out bikes like the Kawasaki Z1000
and Ninja 1000, Yamaha FZ8 and Suzuki GSX1250FA (aka Bandit). There was some discrepancy between the different insurance companies we researched, but on average the Trumpet came out as the best bargain versus the competition. With one
of our favorite street engines, impressive handling, and fairly comfortable ergos, we’re big fans of the Speed Triple ourselves.
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GOOD OLE JOE SAYS…

COURTESY DEMO AVAILABLE!

Follow me to
The Black Bike Café in
historic Arlington, MA,
located on the 2nd floor at
GBM/BMW of Cambridge,
1100 Building Mass Ave.
781-648-1300. Exclusive BMW®
apparel & clothing at
www.greaterbostonmotorsports.com.

Exclusively at GBM/BMW of Cambridge
in Arlington, MA. Ask for Nils or Rachael in
our BMW® Service Center, est.”1969”, which
by the way, was a very good year.

Call us at 781-648-1300
and we’ll come pick you up!
GBM circa “1999”

G B M • 5 S TA R S • S T E P H E N F . • L U B B O C K , T X
I took a cross country motorcycle trip from Texas to Boston on my 2006 K1200S. Perhaps not the most comfortable ride for going that kind
of distance over a five day journey, but it’s the bike that I’ve got, and with the factory saddlebags and the big duffel strapped across the seat,
I can easily carry everything I need for over a week’s worth of travel and camping. Plus it really does well in the curves.
Anyway, I had a very enjoyable trip with no significant problems until I was on the toll-way running across New York state. If I recall, it was
I-90 when I’d stop to get gas and the bike would just die on me while idle. I was mildly concerned, but since it always started back up again
I decided to just continue on as I was on my last few hours getting into Boston before heading north to Beverly where a friend of mine lives.
This behavior had occurred a few times over the past five months, but seeing as it remained inconsistent, I hadn’t been worrying about it too
much up to that point. Upon reaching Boston and stopping to pay at the exit to the toll-way, however, the bike died and wouldn’t restart, to
the mild amusement of the tollbooth operator, and the great annoyance of the traffic lined up behind me. Finally, I figured out that I could get
it started and keep it running if I held the throttle open slightly, and I was off again…right into five o’clock rush hour traffic. After about ten
minutes of trying to keep the bike running (with limited success), I decided to pull over and take a break. Once I called my friend who told
me I would be stuck in traffic like that for around two hours, I grabbed myself a snack while letting the bike cool down to see if this would
do anything to improve its behavior. This proved fruitless, so I decided to head to the closest bike shop. I pulled up the map on my phone
and discovered by pure luck that Greater Boston Motorsports was only a couple miles north of me, and I could get there via surface streets.
Arriving maybe half an hour before closing time, I inquired about having my bike looked at. The woman at the desk told me there was a backlog on service for BMWs for several weeks... Lucky me, right? When I told her I had ridden all the way from Texas and was stranded there,
she referred me to the manager. After explaining to him that I had planned to be in Boston for about a week before needing to head back
to work, he told me that would probably be enough time to fit me in, and hopefully get things running again. I thanked him profusely before
leaving the bike with them and proceeding with my vacation.
18
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WE SELL & SERVICE
ARIENS

THE BLACK BIKE CAFÉ
OF BOSTON

“King of the Snow”
GBM Arlington,
Parkway Cycle Everett
and Cycles128! Beverly.
Ask about Ariens
generators too.

Gets a face lift!
Come see us at
Building 1100
Mass Ave.
in Arlington.

BMW HISTORY
400,000 Mile Award at
GBM/BMW of Cambridge,
Arlington, MA.
In memory of Fred Tauch.

The manager contacted me every few days with updates. First they had located and repaired an exhaust leak, which didn’t solve the problem. Eventually, they became convinced that the idle air controller was to blame, and ordered an expedited replacement. This new part was
an upgrade to the original which was apparently problematic on that year and model. Unfortunately, the new controller had a slightly different
hole pattern, only fitting with the upgraded air box which in turn had been on backorder for over a month. He told me he would see if there
was anything else they could do, and get back to me.
In our following phone conversation, I was informed that they’d tried swapping out the new controller guts into the old one, but it didn’t quite
fit, so they ended up rebuilding the old controller to the best of their abilities, and reinstalled it. This final step proved successful! I would
no longer be stranded in Boston, or face the task of having to fly home and fly back in a month just to pick up the bike. It was by no means
a perfect fix, as it continued its rough idles, but it stayed running, and I was able to continue my trek back to Texas. Since I was looking
at mostly highway miles, the idle issue was only a mild annoyance. These guys had done me a huge service in handling my situation. The
manager himself was very apologetic about not being able to completely fix the bike, but he supplied me with the controller, and when the
air box they had order arrived, they forwarded it over to my house, calling to let me know it was coming. Upon its arrival, I swapped out the
box and controller on a free weekend, and the bike has been running smoothly ever since.
So in a nutshell, I would have been stuck taking a plane back to Texas with a month long wait before flying to Boston again to grab my bike
if these guys at GBM hadn’t gone out of their to get me up and running. That, or perhaps a few thousand miles and a few thousand dollars
spent hauling it back in a rental truck. Either way, the situation was avoided thanks to the great service I received. I could tell they were overloaded for their number of service staff members (at least for BMWs), but they still managed to get my ride sorted out in a pinch. I would go
back to these for service again without question.
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THE PINK GARAGE AT
PLAISTOW POWER SPORTS
Chris Makin and team says,
“Come on down and save
$$$ today!”

MIKE BRAISLEY
PPS NH SALES TEAM #1 IN CUSTOMER SATISFACTION
Mike Braisley is our #1 selling sales pro at Plaistow Power Sports 3 years running.
Mike specializes in all power sports. Motorcycles, street bikes, Victory, Yamaha,
Suzuki, Polaris, snowmobiles, ATV’s and side x sides. We also have over 800
certified pre owned vehicles to choose from. Call, click or stop by and see Mike
for our low price and best buy guarantee today.

Look us up online at www.plaistowpowersports.com
or call us at 603-612-1000.

The Plaistow Power Sports Pro-Shop Team welcomes you to TAX FREE Plaistow, NH.
Come feel the power and savings! Motor clothing and apparel from Polaris and Victory Motorcycles.
$HOP US & $AVE on helmets, jackets, boots, gloves & more. WE HAVE IT ALL!

MEET SOME OF THE PLAISTOW TEAM!

From left to right in the photo
GEORGE SMITH
• US Air Force veteran
• Rides sportbikes
• Has a passion for muscle cars
BRENT CAMPBELL
• Been with the company since 2002
• Rides snowmobiles
• Owns a camp in Jackman, ME
ANDREW SILVER
• Graduated from MMI
• Firefighter for Kingston, NH
• Currently going to school to be an EMT
• Been with the company for 4 years
• Owns a HD but doesn’t have a motorcycle license
BRANDON TULCHINSKY
• Owns and rides ATVS and snowmobiles
• Rides at Jericho ATV park
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NICK KARIPIS

T H E

I’m Nick Karipis, 28 years old, from Haverhill, MA. I started my motorcycle career at the young age of 16 and a half, when purchasing my first motorcycle. The
incredible feeling I got during that debut ride came with an addiction, and I just
couldn’t stop! In 2004, I graduated from Haverhill High School, immediately enrolling at MMI (Motorcycle Mechanics Institute) in Phoenix, AZ. After finishing
in 2006 with certificates in the Honda and Yamaha programs (Yamaha 5 Star Certified), I’ve since been working within the industry itself. After the move out west
for school, our techniques and skill set had accelerated our riding to a level in
which we could perform shows for the public.
Upon graduating, I took my newly acquired MMI diploma and stunt riding skills
back east where I began work at Plaistow Powersports in spring of 2006, as an entry level tech (employed for 3 years). Working closely with Chris Mackin, we were
able to organize motorcycle bike nights at Plaistow with a motorcycle stunt show.
This progressed into hosting our very own “Nasty in the North” stunt competition
in 2009, which drew riders in from as far away as Toronto Canada! We had over 20
riders competing, and over 200 spectators! With our growing recognition, more
and more shows led us to performing at the New England Motor Speedway in
Loudon, NH, during the “Loudan Classic” 2011 - 2014. In 2012, after an injury, I
recovered and took my skills to a national level, competing at all 5 “XDL” competitions. XDL is the national organized stunt competition series which formed our
sport to have icons such as the 4 time national champion (sponsored by factory
Yamaha) “Bill Dixon”. With his absolutely breathtaking skills and bike control, Bill
Dixon has earned world recognition for his success at these events.
At the final round of XDL in 2012, I ended the year off with a Top 10 Finish in
the nation, also obtaining a 1st Place finish in the Yamaha generators “wheelie
race”, and a 3rd Place finish in the K & N “circle challenge”. With this new national
recognition, I found myself (barely a month after coming home) on my way to
“Nightline ABC” for a live interview concerning a motorcycle rider who was run
over by a vehicle during an altercation that happened with a group of motorcycle
riders and a family. After all this excitement, now in February 2014, my phone
rang with the opportunity of a life time. Bill Dixon was calling me to be part of his
factory Yamaha motorcycle stunt team! We traveled the country with 12 Yamaha
motorcycles, everything from a 50cc Zuma to a Super Teneree, and even the horsepower king, the Yamaha V-MAX!
It’s been a sort of whirlwind for me, but I’m always keeping myself humbled and
learning from the people who have worked in our industry longer than myself.
Please, stop in at Plaistow, and come say, “Hi, Chris Mackin and Rick Doucette,
let’s go to the track!”. See if a “stunt guy” can hang on to the race track. Always a
great atmosphere here at Plaistow. I’ve been coming here since I was 14 and riding
a bicycle, just itching to see the next new bike or ATV. Here for over 10 years, and
many more to follow!
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1980 YZ125 DG RACER
by Paul Holmstrem
The bike started out as a very
lucky find out in Salinas, CA. I
had finished my 1983 YZ250,
and needed a new project.
Wouldn’t you know it, there
she was; bought new in 1980,
and used very little as the
owner had quite a few bikes
already. It sat in storage until
I grabbed it. I would become
the second owner about a year
and a half ago. She came to me in the standard yellow, as did all Yamahas back in
the day. This bike had so little time on it that the paint on the frame had barely
rubbed through in all the normal wear and tear places. That’s why I chose not to
paint it, and kept the original patina. I had a great opportunity to make something special as I had a great source for some very difficult to find performance
parts. My goal was to create a one of a kind YZ125g. First was to take care of the
colors. I’m very fond of the colors that the euro market gets (in this case white
and red). Some went with a red frame as well, depending on year and displacement. I had the custom tank graphics made to order by a company out of the
U.K. called MX LEGENDS. The tank was then shipped off to N.Y. for paint work
by Brian Fedigan of MX Restorations. Top notch work! People have mistaken
it for a metal tank, it shines so well. Next was having the custom made red seat
cover and brand new white plastic all around; Tony D front fender, OEM rear,
and DC Plastics for the side panels. I can’t remember where I found the blue color inserts, but they evened out the color scheme. Even though it didn’t need any
of these items, I replaced the standard stuff (chain and sprockets, brake shoes,
cables, etc). Now we get to the good stuff; machined aluminum triple trees to fit
larger diameter forks; a dual leading shoe front brake assy (she stops as well as
any disc); a DG/LUFT remote reservoir shock with RACE TECH gold valving
freshly rebuilt last month; and the DG Gold radial head, exhaust, and silencer.
Other small add-ons include modern wide foot pegs modified to fit a Moto-Tassinari VForce3 reed cage assy, retrofitted from late 90s models Husky 125s. The
forks on it now are 38 mm units from a YZ250, again just rebuilt. I’m waiting on
the final touch which is a set of Simons forks that are out being upgraded and
serviced. Then I will say I’m officially 100% finished with this one! My next project is going to be a 1977 RM125. I have a few I’m looking at now, but the dead of
winter is when to buy. Of course, you all knew that. :)

CAN YOU GUESS WHAT THIS BIKE IS?

Send your best guess to
jason.cerundolo6@gmail.com
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A new exhibit at the Larz Anderson Auto Museum
exploring the motorcycle from an artistic, historic,
mechanical and cultural perspective. The exhibit
will examine the life history of the motorcycle,
from the pioneering 1800’s era – when an engine
was simply bolted to a bicycle – through the present
day technological and artistic triumphs achieved by
manufacturers in Asia, Europe and the United States,
leading to a shift in cultural perceptions, and a
world-wide fan base of enthusiasts.
The exhibit will feature some of the most rare,
technically innovative, historically significant, and
beautiful motorcycles of all time, brought together
within the context of the history of the automobile.

Lori Mitchel says, “Come see our 1922 Douglas at The Larz
Anderson Museum of Transportation in Brookline, MA.” It will
be on display “all year long” thanks to Steve Keegan, Cycles!128
1922 Douglas Motorcycle, DUCATI128, and Sheldon Steele, the
Executive Director of the Larz Anderson Auto Museum.

2015 LAWN EVENTS AT THE LARZ MUSEUM
Sun., May 17 – Cadillac Day, 10am-3pm
Sun., May 31 – AACA Day, 10am-2pm
Sun., June 14 – Corvette Day, 9am-3pm
Sun., June 21 – German Car Day, 10am-2pm
Sun., June 28 – British Car Day, 10am-2pm
Sun., July 12 – Microcar Classic, TBA
Sun., July 19 – Miata Day, 10am-2pm
Sun., July 26 – Day of Triumph, 10am-2pm
Sun., Aug. 2 – Tutto Italiano, 10am-2pm
Sun., Aug. 9 – BMW CCA Day, 9am-2pm
Sat., Aug. 15 – MG Rover Day, 10am-2pm
Sun., Aug. 16 – American Car & Truck Day,10am-2pm
Sun., Aug. 23 – Swedish Car Day, 10am-2pm
Sun., Aug. 30 – Ford Lincoln Mercury Day,10am-2pm
Sat., Sept. 12 – Porsche Day, 9am-3pm
Sun., Sept. 13 – European Motorcycle Day,10am-2pm
Sun., Sept. 27 – Mercedes Day, 10am-3pm
Sun., Oct. 11 – Transporterfest, 9:30am-3:30pm
Sat., Oct. 17 – Tutto Lite, 10am-2pm
Sun., Oct. 18 – Japanese Car Day, 10am-2pm
Sat., Oct. 24 – Extinct Car Day, 10am-2pm
Sun., Oct. 25 – Studebaker Day, 10am-3pm

WWW.NEWENGLANDPOWERSPORTS.COM

VW Shocks The World With
200 HP Ducati-Powered XL Sport

By Patrick George

They did it. They were talking about doing it, but I can’t believe they actually did it. Volkswagen has put a mighty
Ducati motorcycle into their XL1 eco-minded lightweight, and the result is kind of mind-bending.
VW Group impresario Ferdinand Piëch had been talking about swapping out the 800cc diesel hybrid engine in
their carbon fiber-laden, 1,700-pound XL1, and recently at the Paris Motor Show, they revealed that it’s more than
just a crazy fevered Piëch-dream.
According to Car and Driver, XL Sport uses a 200 horsepower “Superquadro” V-twin engine ripped out of the
Ducati 1199 Superleggera superbike. It revs to 11,000 RPM, which is something the XL1 definitely does not do.
That 1199cc engine makes the XL1 a bit heavier at 1,962 pounds, but it’s still a lightweight. It also benefits from
different tires and a revised body with much greater downforce. C&D says it may be “perhaps the lightest and
most aerodynamically efficient sports car on the planet.”
Volkswagen says this car will hit zero to 60 mph in the mid-5 second range, which isn’t supercar fast but is still
quick and impressive for the experiment that it is. More notably, it will do 168 mph. Power is directed to the
wheels via a seven-speed DSG.
You know, this all reminds me of something McLaren F1 designer Gordon Murray said recently — that light
weight, not insane horsepower, was the next great frontier for automotive evolution.
If he’s right, does that mean the XL is the future of supercars? With a 0-60 time in the 5-second range, we’re not
there yet, but maybe this is what lies ahead of us.
In the meantime, having driven an XL1, I would very much like to try one with a Ducati engine in the back, thanks
very much.

NEPS

IT CORNER
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From all of us at NEPS, welcome to the team, Nicole.
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Her key responsibilities include the handling of web locations, maintenance and web design, social networking (i.e. Facebook, Twitter, Yelp, etc.),
and keeping up the company’s web presence through advertisements.
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NEPS is the first Power Sports Dealership Group in the country
to be this advanced and proactive in creating a position like this
in the Motorcycle/Power Sports Industry
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Nicole Mendes, our new
Digital Marketing Manager.

™

107 Brimbal Avenue
Beverly, MA 01915
978.927.3400
www.cycles128.com

NEPS Digital Marketing Department/
Photographer

Our newest location
in Lunenburg is getting
a face lift!

Check out Peddlar’s new book,
“Laconia Motorcycle Week
1916, The Beginning”

1865 Revere Beach Parkway
Home of Honda, Kawasaki,
Everett, MA 02149
Suzuki and Kymco lead by
617.389.7000
Gary
Pescatore and Team CMP!
www.parkwaycycle.com

COOL RIDE
Troy Bayliss’ Flat-Track Ducati.

BURGERS & HOT DOGS. YUM!
Are being cooked and served most
Saturdays at most of our 5 NEPS®
locations. Check out our web site or
watch your email to see when and
where. Come Ride and Eat with Us!
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The 7th Player awards go to…

Your Family FUN Center

Your Family FUN Center

To spend at any of our
NEPS Pro-Shops, Parts and
Accessories Departments,
Apparel or Clothing Departments
or Sales and Service Departments
Yes, FREE $15.00!
Just bring in the coupon!
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Your Family FUN Center

19 Mass Avenue
Lunenburg, MA 01462
978.429.3000
www.centralmasspowersports.com
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Thank You both for going the extra mile
at GBM every day!

Your Family FUN Center
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Deonna Moran and Kris Sherburne

We make it easy & fun
with 18 Franchises in 5 Cities.
“Come Ride
With
Us”
Central
Mass
s

$15.00 FREE

1098 Mass Avenue
Arlington, MA 02476
781.648.1300
www.greaterbostonmotorsports.com

of Lunenburg
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107 Plaistow Road • Route 125
Plaistow, NH 03865
603.612.1000
www.plaistowpowersports.com

Your Family FUN Cen
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Since “1969” Our #1 goal is to serve you.
Your Complete Satisfaction is our Top Priority.
NEPS™ Family of Power Sports Dealerships

Expires 7/31/15
Cannot be combined with any other
offer or promotion

Arlington • Everett • Boston • Lunenburg • Beverly • Plaistow, NH

WWW.NEWENGLANDPOWERSPORTS.COM
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